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Event Security Checklist

Pre-Deployment Planning
[ ] Client Consultation: Understand the client's specific concerns and expectations.
[ ] Site Reconnaissance: Survey the venue to identify potential vulnerabilities and logistics.
[ ] Coordinate with Event Organizers: Familiarize with the event's schedule, VIP attendees, and
special requests.
[ ] Liaison with Local Authorities: Establish communication channels with local law enforcement
and emergency services.

Physical Security Setup
[ ] Access Control Points: Design and man entry and exit checkpoints. Equip with necessary
tools like metal detectors and bag-check stations.
[ ] Barrier Setup: Deploy barriers or fences, especially for large outdoor events.
[ ] CCTV Monitoring: Set up surveillance cameras, ensuring comprehensive coverage. Have
dedicated personnel to monitor feeds in real-time.
[ ] Illuminate Dark Areas: Ensure sufficient lighting, especially around perimeters and secluded
areas.

Operational Protocols
[ ] Team Briefing: Ensure every team member understands their role, the event's specifics, and
potential threats.
[ ] Continuous Communication: Equip teams with reliable communication devices.
[ ] Credential Verification: Implement systems to verify staff, vendors, and VIP passes. Train
staff on spotting counterfeits.
[ ] Patrolling Patterns: Assign regular patrolling routes, emphasizing high-traffic and critical
areas.

Emergency and Response Protocols
[ ] Emergency Exits: Ensure clear signage and easy accessibility. Staff exits to assist in case of
evacuations.
[ ] First Aid and Medical: Coordinate with medical teams. Identify quickest routes for
emergencies and potential medical evacuations.
[ ] Incident Handling: Train personnel on handling disruptions, from unruly attendees to potential
threats. Ensure swift, professional resolution.
[ ] Coordination with Event Staff: Establish protocols for communicating and collaborating with
event organizers and other staff during incidents.
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Post-Event Duties
[ ] Debriefing: Gather teams for feedback on the security operation. Highlight successes and
areas for improvement.
[ ] Client Feedback: Engage the client for feedback and any concerns.
[ ] Report Compilation: Document incidents and observations for future reference and potential
training.
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